In a world increasingly demanding expert advice to improve strategies and businesses, life scientists and natural scientists are a highly valuable resource. Dr. Mahalwar will guide us through his journey from the lab to consulting. He will tell us what makes scientists ideal candidates for this job and how they can develop themselves into a future consultant. After his PhD at the Max Planck Institute of Developmental Biology, Dr. Mahalwar worked as an Engagement Manager-Strategy at Ernst & Young (EY). As a consultant, he helped his clients with building new digital businesss, analytics strategy, R&D processes and other activities. Now, he devotes his time to his start-up "Body Time.Health" - developing healthy ecosystem using chronobiology.

Thursday 29 August 2019, 17:00
Seminar Room, Institute of Molecular Biology (IMB)
Ackermannweg 4, 55128 Mainz

All are welcome to attend

Do you want to meet Dr. Mahalwar personally?
Contact us at: ngc.mainz@gmail.com

Supported by the Gutenberg Nachwuchs Kolleg
www.imb.de

Credit points awarded

https://ngcinmainz.wordpress.com